INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen a great concentration of work on behavioral correlates of hippocampal slow-wave theta rhythm. A number of theories have been advanced to explain the behavioral significance of theta, with that of Vanderwolf being the least vague and most extensively studied in the rat. His theory also comes closest to describing the data behavioristically, rather than implying internal mechanisms, so it will be the easiest to use as a frame of reference, especially in the rat. Vanderwolf (31) has proposed that hippocampal slow-wave theta is a concomitant of voluntary movement in the rat. He found theta during walking, rearing, postural adjustments, approach to food and water, struggling when handled, head movements (orienting), and climbing. Desynchronized, irregular hippocampal slow waves were fomld during most motionlessness and "automatic" or consummatory behaviors, such as eating, drinking, teeth chattering, and grooming. If an automatic and a vohmtary behavior occurred simultaneously, theta was found in the slow waves. Vanderwolf defined voluntary behaviors as variable behavior sequences which can be conditioned by using a wide variety of operant reinforcers. Automatic behaviors were defined as instinctual fixed patterns of behavior limited to the motivational system in which they normally occur (31 ). His results have been substantiated by a number of investigators, all working with the rat (10, 15, 19-22, 24, 2.5, 27, 29) . Sainsbury (28), using guinea pigs, confirmed Vanderwolf's 1969 results (30) ) and in addition found that urination, defecation, pelvic thrusting, ejaculation, and squealing all gave irregular hippocampal slow waves, while flight and pursuit in feuding males gave theta. Irmis, %fadlafousel\, and Hlinak (14) fomnd consummatory se.xual behaviors in rats elicited irregular hippocampal slow waves. Wishaw and 1'anderwolf (32) found that shivering in the rat was accompanied b\-irregular hippocampal slow waves, while swimming was accompanied by theta. Yoshii, Shimokochi, nliyamoto, and Ito (35) found hippocampal slow waves in clogs to be irregular during eating, defecation, urination, motionlessness. and barking, while theta was present during heat1 movements (orienting'), nalking, and exploring. Dalton and Hack (S), Dalton (i), and Black, Young, and Hatenchul< (6) .1 5 lowed that curarized dogs could be trained to give or refrain from giving theta in their hippocampal slow waves, thus eliminating proprioceptive feedback as a source of theta actkity.
The Vanderwolf hypothesis concerning the mechanism of hippocampal theta raises the question of whether or not a clearly yoluntar\-, gross motor pattern will be accompanied by hippocampal theta once the motor pattern becomes stereotyped and "automatic" through intensive operant training. According to 1Vishaw and Vanderwolf (33) , if the behavior to be conditioned is anything but motionless or a natural automatic (according to Vanderwolf's definition j behavior. it should be accompanied by theta regardless of how well learned it is. The literature which exists on the point is conflicting. Grastyan, Lissak. Rladrasy, and Donhoffer (12) found that when cats were trained to go to a food chute to obtain food after the presentation of a CS, hippocampal theta was prominent in the early stages of learning but disappeared completely with training. The laboratory of Adev has produced a number of studies (l-1, 9 ) in which cats were trained to run down an alley and choose one of two doors, which was randomI\ illuminated, for a food reward. In this task, the presence of hippocampal theta persisted throughout high degrees of training. Vanderwolf (30) trained rats to escape from shock by jumping out of a box. After 300 trials over 10 days, when the response had become very stereotyped, theta was still elicited in the hippocampal slow waves during jumping. Yoshii et nl.
(33) found irregular hippocampal actkity in dogs when an animal put a foreleg in the experimenter's hand upon verbal instruction. Lopes da Silva and Kamp (18') conditioned two dogs to press a bar for food reward after the presentation of a discriminative stimulus. In this study. hippocampal slow-wave theta was found during the dog's approach to the bar and the dog's Tvalking away from the food chute after reinforcement, but not during bar-pressing itself. These results persisted for 2500 trials over 6 mo. Dalton and Black (8) found that dogs conditioned to press a bar at least once a second for 3-S set to avoitl shock exhibited hippocampal theta slow waves throughout training during the actual bar-lxess response. Training in this situation lasted for roughly GO trials over 3 days. \Vishaw and Vanderwolf (33 j found hippocampxl theta during the actual bar-press response on con-tinuous food reinforcement in rats over a period of a few days. At certain electrode sites (CA4 and fascia dentata), however, theta was seen in the slow waves only on the first day of training of the bar-press response. These authors also found that rats forced to run in a motor-drive wheel continued to show theta in the hippocampal slow waves after 10 days of 8 hr of nonstop running per day. Pond and Schwartzbaum (23) found predominantly irregular hippocampal slow waves with occasional occurrences of theta, in rats pressing on a fixed-ratio 16 schedule for sucrose solution after 10 days of 20-min trials per day. All of the trained behaviors employed in the above studies would be classified as voluntary behaviors by Vanderwolf (31).
Vanderwolf (30) and Wishaw and Vanderwolf (33) have pointed out that the discrepancies in the above results may have been clue to recording electrode placement, in that certain placements within the hippocampus of the rat gave no theta at all, while others gave theta only under very intense, vigorous activity involving a large muscular field. There is also no real agreement across studies as to exactly what constitutes theta. Some experimenters consider a peak in the theta range of the power spectrum of the slow waves as evidence of theta, others rely on simple visual inspection of polygraph records, others use computer averaging. It is conceivable that these problems could be avoided by recording directly from cells involved in the theta mechanism rather than recording the epiphenomenal slow waves themselves.
Ranck (24) has shown that a hippocampal neuron type, the "theta cells," fire at their most rapid rate if and only if there is a slow-wave theta rhythm. Most of these theta cells fire in rhythmical bursts phase-locked to the hippocampal slow waves during all and only those behaviors which give theta in the slow waves. Ito and Olds (17) studied neurons during self-stimulation from medial forebrain bundle sites. The cells they recorded from in hippocampus had firing rates of from 4 to 64/set averaging 24/set during "locomotor activity," and thus most of them were theta cells. Indeed, they comment that many fired in groups that were at the theta frequency (they did not measure slow waves). During self-stimulation the rate of most hippocampal neurons slowed or stopped, and some rhythmical firing was present in the intervals between bar presses (behavior not described). Ito (16) had previously shown that self-stimulation was usually accompanied by 30-40/set waves in the hippocampus, and that a regular theta rhythm was often present in the interval between bar presses. Lacking knowledge of interbar press behavior, it is difficult to compare those results to the rsults in the present study.
The present study was a direct attempt to determine the activity of the hippocampaI theta mechanism during a well-learned, stereotyped voluntary
motor response by recording both slow waves and action potentials from theta cells. The investigation of unit responses involved refinement of the description of firing characteristics of theta units begun by Ran& (24) and the application of this information to a quantified analvsis of the theta mode. Hippocampal slow-wave data were taken through the same mo~al~lc microelectrode which was used to record units, thus slcn\-waves were obtained from a variety of electrode loci in each animal. Ear-pressing on both continuous reinforcement and fixed-ratio 50 serve<! as well-learned, stereotyped, voluiitary motor responses.
RIETHODS
Most of the methods have been described (24). Five 300~-ISO g male Sprague-Dawley albino rats, 2-3 mo old at the start of the study, were used. Animals were caged with their littermates until surgery for electrode implantation. After surgery, animals were housed individually in glass aquaria in an open laboratory setting.
Train&g
Schcdulc alzd Comfifions.
Animals were allowed i-10 days to recover from surgery and to tlislk~~ normal eating and drinking habits. They were then started on a bar-press training schedule. Animals 111 and 122 were trained on a water reward. Animals 110, 121, and 123 were trained on a food reward. Animals started out on continuous reinforcement (CKF ) and gradually worked up to fixed-ratio SO (FR-50) within i days. After 2-S days of FK-50 performance, the animal was put on a mixed FK-SO-CRF schedule, with a glass jar inserted into the running box (luring CKF !leriods. The method of runnin, v was usually FR-SO-CRT;-FK-SO-CRF, with each of the four periods lasting roughly 75 reinforcements for food reward, and 30 reinforcements for water reward. All four 1)eriotls together lasted 60-90 min, by which time bar-pressing rates decreased considerab!~ and animals had had enough reinforcement to maintain body weight. Anmals were always run approximately 2 2 hr, food or Ivater deprived. since they received all of their food or water during bar pressing or immediate!\. afterward. This training phase proceeded for at least 5 wk. after which time recording was begun. The food bar was located along the back wall of the running box; the water bar, along a side wall. The reinforcement deliveries (a chute for food and a clipper for water) were locnte(1 8 cm to the left of their respective bars. During all training periods a recording of noises similar to those which are produced during unit recording was played over a loudspeaker to habituate the animal to these sou~~tls. Also, a nonfunctional Ilead stage was attached to the animal tluring training to habituate the rat to the heat! stage necessary cluring rerortling. '1'1~ "openness" of tllc nnin~l to the external en~ironnlent had no ohservnhlc deleterious effect on its !,;u--!Iressing behavior. .\I! animals produced cuimulnti~e rccortls of classic appearance. Recording Procedure. The recording equipment was identical to that previously described (Z-I), with the following alterations. An event pulse indicating a bar-press was electronically mixed onto the unit recording.
Another event pulse indicating a reinforcement was electronically mixed onto the hippocampal slow-wave recording. All hippocampal slow-wave and unit recording was placed on magnetic tape for later play-back and analysis. A Grass polygraph was used for simultaneous recording of cortical EEG, hippocampal slow waves, and bar-press and reinforcement markers.
After the 5-wk training period, when bar pressing had become very stereotyped and well learned, unit recordings were taken in the running box. At the start of the recording session, the bar and delivery which the rat was trained on were covered. The microelectrode was continuously lowered into the brain until a theta cell was recognized and well iso1ated.l In the course of locating theta cells, slow-wave records could be taken from a variety of loci. When a theta cell was well isolated, it was observed for at least 5 min to make sure a good isolation was obtained and that the cell was not injured. Data were then taken from the cell and hippocampal slow waves with the animal performing various behaviors, including lying motionless, approaching food or water, eating, drinking, grooming, walking, orienting, following the experimenter's hand around the inside of the box, orienting to a moving pencil, and being picked up in the experimenter's hand. These behaviors served as baseline measures for the hippocampal slow waves and the cell on well-known theta and non-theta behaviors. The cover over the bar and delivery was then removed, and the animal went through its bar-press routine. Data were taken at various times throughout approximately 1 hr of bar-press behavior. If a theta cell could not be isolated within 3 hr from the start of a day's run, the animal was allowed access to the bar and only slow-wave data were taken for that day.
A single microelectrode was used until its track went entirely through the dorsal hippocampus.? The frequency of failures of isolate theta cells usually necessitated two or three tracks on each side of an animal. Each animal was run for approximately 12 recording sessions. hfctlzods of Ana2~rsis. Unit and hippocampal slow wave recordings were analyzed by simple visual inspection. Unit recordings were also passed through a window discriminator and changed to standard spikes (discriminator output) with no background noise. From these filtered records, spike integration records were obtained, and frequency of firing was evaluated with an electronic counter. Values for frequency of firing on any particular behavior (except bar pressing) were obtained from approximately 45 set of data on that particular behavior. Values for bar pressing were obtained from much longer runs of data (up to 30 min) taken throughout the bar-pressing session.
RESULTS
.Slo~-WWF Rrcordiqs. Because of the small electrode tip used to record both units and gross hippocampal slow waves, good slow-wave tracings were sometimes difficult to obtain, due to great amounts of movement and other artifacts. Thus, hippocampal slow-wave recordings were sometimes not obtained on days on which a unit record was successfully taken. HOW ever, satisfactory hil~l~ocanil~al slow-wave recordings were eventually obtained from all animals. Each animal yielded good slow-wave data during general behaviors from an average of 15 different electrode placements on 5 different days. Slow-wave data during bar-pressing was obtained from one placement per day for an average of 5 days per animal.
Electrode placement was a critical factor in how much theta activity could be recorded. Placements in CA4 and placements in stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosum-moleculare of CA1 and CA3 gave 1-2 mv slow waves with good theta in certain behavioral situations (Figs. l--3), whereas placements in stratum oriens and stratum pryamidale of fields CA1 and CA3 gave 200-600 ,~v slow waves with little or no theta in any behavioral situations (Fig. 4) . Dorsal fascia dentata placements gaye l-3 mv slow waves with some placements giving good theta, others giving little or no theta. The general behavioral concomitants of hippocampal slowwave theta in those electrode sites which gave good theta are the same as the results of Vanderwolf (30). Motionlessness and the consummatory behaviors of eating, drinking, teeth chattering, vomiting. yawning. and grooming yielded irregular hippocampal slow waves, whereas voluntary behaviors like walking, orienting (head movements), approaching food or water, following the experimenter's hand, jumping, struggling while being held in the experimenter's hand, and exploring a novel object yielded clear slow wave theta rhythm (Figs. l-3) .
The form of the behavior on continuous reinforcement bar pressing was yery similar for all animals on food reinforcement. The rat would typicall! keep one paw on or near the bar at all times. After a press, the animal cluickly extended the upper part of its body o\-er to the food chute, picked up the pellet, moved its head back toward the bar, and consumed the reward. The cycle was then repeated. Continuous reinforcement pressing for animals on water reward was similar, except that the animal had to move its whole body over to the dipper to drink the reward, then walk back to the bar for another press. Fixed-ratio SO behavior took the following form for all animals : The rat would keep one paw on the bar and shake the entire upper Ijortion of its trunk very vigorously. After SO presses anti the noise of the FIG. 1. Slow waves from animal 110 from an electrode placement in CA4. Clear theta is seen during walking, orienting (head movement), being picked up in the experimenter's hand, and following the experimenter's hand around the running box. Irregular activity is seen during motionlessness, eating, and drinking. In this and all subsequent figures, each lettered run of data is continuous. An arrow at the end of one line and another arrow at the beginning of the next indicate that the data is continuous. In F and G, the tracing running above the slow waves indicates bar presses (small downward deflections) and reinforcements (large upward deflections). Note irregular slow wave activity during bar pressing on both continuous reinforcement (CRF) and fixed-ratio 50 (FR-50). Calibration marks : 5 set ; 1 mv in Figs. 1 CA4. However, on one clay's run, an electrode placement in CA-I yielded clear theta during drinking, eating, urinating, grooming, and bar pressing on both continuous reinforcement and fixed-ratio 50 (Fig. 5 ) _ The animai's observable behavior on this day was no different from any of the other days on which theta was not seen in the slow waves during bar pressing and the consummatory behaviors. Unit Rcrnudinys. Recordings from 10 well-isolated theta-type units were obtained. Subject numbers 111, 121, and 123 yielded one unit each, and subject numbers 110 and 122 yielded 8 and 5 units, respectively. Histology revealed all units to be located in the dorsal hippocampal sections of CAI, 5 units, CA3, 4 units, CA-t, 2 units, and fascia dentata, 5 units. Units were located primarily in stratum pryamidale of Amman's horn and stratum granulosum of fascia dentata, but some units were found in stratum oriens, stratum radiatum, and stratum moleculare of fascia dentata.
Units usually could be held for over 1 hr. All units had spontaneous rates greater than 10 spike/set and maximal rates greater than 30 spike/set. All units had exclusively simple action potentials, with no complex action potentials.
All units fired at their lowest rates during motionlessness and the same consummatory behaviors which would give irregular hippocampal slow waves (Figs. 6, 9 ; This same unit is shown in Fig. 7 of 2496 spike/set and a mean of 56.8 spike/set (Table I ). In addition, there was a striking rhythmicity of firing during voluntary behaviors. This rhythmicity was due to the cells firing in groups of three to ten spikes, the groups being phase-locked to the theta rhythm in the slow waves. The phase relation of the group to the slow waves during theta remained constant for any one unit, but was variable across units. The relative amount of rhythmicity apparent upon visual inspection of firing records varied across units, some units displaying very obvious rhythmicity, other units showing more subtle rhythmicity. Three units showed no apparent rhythmicity.
Due to frequent problems with chewing and lapping artifact, acceptable data during bar pressing on continuous reinforcement was obtained in onl? seven cells. These data are summarized in Table 3 . The general finding was an overall low, irregular rate of firing (in the consummatory range), which persisted throughout the bar-pressing session from early to late reinforce- have proposed that theta is an accompaniment of an animal changing its position within its own cognitive map. This theory is also supported by the present results. One can assume that as long as the rat is at the bar pressing, it is not changing its locus in its cognitive map (it is always "at the bar"), while an approach to the reward delivery would be a change to "at the reward."
Routtenberg's (26) theory that hippocampal theta is a concomitant of an information processing state and irregular hippocampal activity is a concomitant of a response execution state is consistent with the present results, in that bar pressing is the execution of a well-learned response. The theta which occurred during approach to the reward could be explained as a transitory stimulus processing state induced by the noise of the food magazine. Theta during bar pressing early in the acquisition of the response would be due to the information processing which accompanies learning. When we use a similar line of reasoning, these results are also consistent with Adey's view that theta is a concomitant of learning ( 1) The results of the present study refute the hypothesis of Gray (13) that hippocampal theta of 7.7 Hz represents the registration of frustrative nonreward.
According to Gray's hypothesis. switching from continuous reinforcement to fixed-ratio SO and bar pressing under extinction should both elicit hippocampal 7.7 Hz theta. In neither of these two situations was theta found.
The problem with all of the theories mentioned here (including to some extent Vanderwolf's) is that they all imply internal mental states which at present cannot be tested directly. As a result, data can be made to fit many of the theories. Thus, no real choice can be made as to which of the theories discussed is most consistent with the present data. vntil the appropriate internal mental states can be tested, Vanclerwolf's theory has the advantage, at least in the rat, of being closest to a simple description of the behavior. The fact that in one instance in the present study slow-wave theta was recorded during strict consummatory behaviors and bar pressing could, among other things, suggest that there may be no general behaviorally definable correlate of theta. Putting theories aside, the present study has at least made the general neural and behavioral description of the hippocaml)al theta mode more clear. The significance of this mode of firing of theta cells is in the interaction of theta cells with other cells as this contributes to the function of the whole system. men&. The low, irregular firing rate was probably clue in part to the fact that on continuous reinforcement the animals spent most of their time consuming the reward. Close analvsis of firing records revealed that an increase in rate with theta rhythmicity, lasting between 0.4 set and 1 set, occurred in nnits 1 lOC, 1 lOE, 11OG. ant1 123A when the animal moved to the food chute to obtain reward (Fig. 7) . and in unit 1llA when the animal approached the dipper and when he approached the bar, after drinking, for another press (Fig. 9 ) These brief increases lvere observed at no other times, including the time during which the rat was pressing.
Good data were obtained from all units on fixed-ratio SO bar pressing (Figs. 8, 9 ). All units showed irregular, low rates during the rat's pressing and during his consumption of the reward. Unit firing remained low and irregular throughout the bar-press session, from early to late reinforcements. For the pressing phase alone of fixed-ratio 50, the range of rates was 8-80 spike/set, with a mean of 33.1 spike/set (Table 4 ). There were infrequent increases in rate and appearance of rhythmicity during pressing which were associated with postural adjustments. Eleven of the units (Table 4) showed increases in rate and appearance of rhythtnicity for 0.4-2 set during the rat's approach to the food chute or the water dipper to obtain reward (, Fig. 8) . Table 4 presents the average rates of all units in this study for consun~-matory behaviors, voluntary behaviors, and the pressing phase of fixed-ratio SO. As can be seen there, the rates for pressing on fixed-ratio SO for individual cells were much closer in magnitude to the rates on consummatory behaviors than on voluntary behaviors. These data are presented graphically in #Fig. 10. The relative rate (fast or slow j for any particular unit, in relation to all units. was the same in all three categories of 1)ehavior. Thus, a "fast" unit was always fast; a "slow" unit, always slobs (iii relation to other units). There was no obvious relation between this fixed relative speed of a unit ant1 its anatomical location. The difference over all units between mean rates 011 consmmmatory behaviors and mean rates on the pressing phase of fisetl-ratio Table 4 for average rates of firing on voluntary behaviors, consummatory behaviors, and the pressing phase of FR-50. Each line, with four data points, represents one unit. FR-50 is duplicated for ease of comparison with both consummatory behaviors and voluntary behaviors. 50 was not significant (t ( 15) = 0.46, 0.60 < P < 0.70)) while mean rates on voluntary behaviors were significantly different from consummatory behavior rates (t (15) = 11.63, P < O.OOl), and bar-pressing phase rates of fixed ratio 50 (t (15) = 7.34, P < 0.001).
DISCUSSION
The findings in this study of the general behavioral correlates of the firing of theta cell hippocampal neurons supplement those of a previous paper (24) in showing that a particular hippocampal neuron type will fire reliably in a particular fashion during particular overt behaviors. Theta cells have only two basic firing modes, an automatic mode and a theta mode. For a given cell the rate of firing in each mode was the same regardless of exactly what behavior was being performed by the rat.
The amount of recordable slow wave theta was found to vary considerably with the monopolar electrode placement within the hippocampus. However, theta cells from all regions of the dorsal hippocampus responded alike. Therefore, some part of the theta mechanism is uniform throughout the dorsal hippocampus.
The rates of firing of these neurons present a nleans of describing tile theta mode in a quantified way, susceptible to statistical analysis. This could be of great advantage in untangling the disputes which have resulted concerning the behavioral correlates of theta based solely on subjective visual inspection of slow-ware records. While the amount of rhythmicity of firing of theta neurons was not rigorously analyzed in this study, it is conceivable that this, too, could prove a fruitful method of quantifying results.
Another advantage of studying neuronal theta responses which this study revealed was the discovery of reliable, brief changes in firing rate (less than 1 set long). such as occurred during approach to the reinforcement during bar pressing, which are so quick that the presence of the response would have been at best ambiguous had only slow wave data been used.
The slow-wave theta rhythm in Amman's horn is no doubt due to postsynaptic potentials in pyramidal cells ill)." The relation of the theta cells to the generation of these slow \vaves is not establishetl and possible relations will not be argued here. However, whatever the mechanism, these theta cells are clearly an important part of it, if for no other reason than they are like the theta cells of septum. Theta cells are present in the rat in some locations where there is no theta rhythm (septum) or little theta rhythm (fascia dent&a') (25). A regular slow wave theta rhythm does not esist in primate liilq~ocaml~us. This raises the possibility that theta cells exist in primates, with the same mechanisms as in other mammals. Indeed, even in rats we define theta mode by rate, rather than pattern.
All of the theta cells in this study exhibited the same behavioral correlate, with the same change in firing pattern. It seems uneconomical for so many neurons to signal the same thing. There may well be information coded in theta cells in ways which this study did not appreciate. A kind of lateral inhibition has been suggested (2-l ) Evidence for more information being conveyed in the theta mode than has been appreciated in this study include Vanderwolf's (32 ) findings that amplitude and frequency (in cycles per second) of theta rhythm may change independently and Adey, Dunlop. and Hendrix (1) findings that the phase relation of theta rhythm in hippocampus and entorhinal cortex differ in different behaGors. Vanderwolf (31 ) and Elazar and Atley (9) have also shown that different frequencies of the theta rhythm have different behavioral correlates. In the present study, a two-state mechanism was apparent. Hippocampal slow waves and theta units either exhibited S-10 cycle/set theta or irregular activity, with -I-/" cycle/set theta and intermediate rates of firing only being observed occasionally as a short-lived transition state. This may be a peculiarity of the rat, as other animals can maintain a low frequency theta rhythm for many seconds ( 1') Bar-Prrssing. The unit and slowwave responses during bar pressing 3 In fascia dentata, suhiculutn, presuhiculum, parasuhicuhtnt, and entorhinal cortex \\-here a slow-wave theta rhythm can also be recorded, \ve know of no data hearing ott its mechanism and can only argue that it is due to llostsynaptic potentials because most slow waves are. FEDER AND RANCK, JR. clearly indicate that this response, when well learned, is not accompanied by theta. No basic differences were found between bar pressing for food reward or bar pressing for water reward, or between bar pressing early or late in a session, or for bar pessing on extinction. Motivational mode and level thus do not seem to be involved in any obvious way here with the theta mode.
The irregular, non-theta mode during actual bar pressing agrees with the results of Pond and Schwartzbaum (23) and Lopes da Silva and Kamp (18) . The results of the present study differ from those of Dalton and Black (8) and Wishaw and Vanderwolf (33) . Both of the latter studies used very few training trials, whereas the former two studies used longer training periods (although not as long as the present study). From the descriptions of Lopes da Silva and Kamp ( 18) and Grastyan et al. (12) ) of the gradual loss of theta over training, it seems likely that the results of Dalton and Black, and Venderwolf and Wishaw, were due to too short a training period.
Vanderwolf's suggestion for the failure to find theta on the basis of electrode placement (31) does not hold in this study. Unit responses were the same in all regions of the hippocampus, and slow-wave placements which did yield good theta during all voluntary behaviors showed clearly irregular slow waves during the "intense" movement on fixed-ratio 50 bar pressing. There is, however, the exceptional slow-wave result with animal 110 in which theta was observed in CA3 during bar pressing. But since this locus also gave theta during some consummatory behaviors, and on all other recording days in different hippocampal loci in this animal irregular slow waves and unit responses were seen during bar pressing, this lone finding does not clearly support Vanderwolf.
The finding in animal 122 of one electrode site which gave slow-wave theta during the beginning of fixedratio 50 pressing is also difficult to interpret, as the same animal again gave irregular slow waves during bar pressing from all other electrode sites, and showed no similar evidence of theta in any of its five units.
Implication
for Theories of the Genrral Behavioral Correlate of Hippocampal Theta. It is apparent, then, from all unit data and the majority of slow-wave data from this study, that a clearly voluntary, conditionable behavior can be associated with an irregular, desynchronized hippocampal theta mechanism. While hippocampal theta does appear to be a concomitant of voluntary movement in natural, unlearned behaviors, Vanderwolf's theory must be revised to allow for some learned automatic behaviors. Well-learned bar pressing does indeed show certain similarities to other nonlearned automatic behaviors like eating, drinking, ant1 grooming in that these latter behaviors and well-learned bar pressing are all repetitive. fixed 1)atterns of behavior. The approach to the foot1 and water delivery to obtain reward was ac-companied by a theta mode in most units. Presumably this approach was as well learned and utilized and as much of a fixed pattern as the bar pressing.
Similarly, a rat's approaching a goal box ( 1 ), jmilping to avoid shock (1.31)) and forced running in a running wheel (33)) are all theta mode behaviors. Thus some well-learned behaviors are in the theta mode and others are not, The basis for this striking difference is not clear. It is surprising that no intermediate states have been observed.
Proponents of the voluntary movement hypothesis might raise the point that the reason no theta was found during bar pressing in this study is that the magnitude of movement by the animal is not large enough to elicit theta once the response becomes \:ery well learned. \Vhile this might be valid for continuous reinforcement, fixed-ratio SO bar-pressing was, as mentioned before, a very rapid, intense shaking of the whole upper torso of the animal. This movement on fixed-ratio 50 is at least as great in terms of displacement and effort as that of manipulating a food pellet during eating, a behavior which Vanderwolf (31) reported and with which we agree, is always accompanied by theta.
The results of this study should also be discussed in terms of other current theories of the behavioral correlate of hippocampal theta. Bennett (5 1) and Grastyan et nl. (12) have explained theta as a concomitant of overt orienting to environmental stimuli. %%ile this explanation of the theta mechanism is perhaps more obvious from studying cats than rats (5, 34), it can be made to fit the general findings with rats, since rats do exhibit theta during orienting head and body movements, and continuous orienting can be assumed to occur during walking, following or approaching an object, jumping, exploring, etc. Motionlessness and consummatory behaviors might not require orienting since these behaviors can be imagined to be controlled by internal programs, not requiring continued guidance by external stimuli. The present finding of no theta during bar pressing is consistent with this formulation if it is assumed that the bar-press response was so well learned that no orienting was needed to the meaningful stimulus (the bar) once the rat had its paw on it. The bar pressing was automatic once the meaningful stimulus was obtained (as in consummatory behaviors). Going over and getting the reward would, however, require orientation to the reward, and thus theta was seen in this situation. The return to the bar after consuming the reward did not give a similar brief theta response except in the animal on continuous reinforcement water reward, because continuous reinforcement on water was the only situation in which a quick. direct approach to the bar was made." Theta lvould be seen (luring the early stages of Keefe and Nadel (personal communication) have proposed that theta is an accompaniment of an animal changing its position within its own cognitive map. This theory is also supported by the present results. One can assume that as long as the rat is at the bar pressing, it is not changing its locus in its cognitive map (it is always "at the bar"), while an approach to the reward delivery would be a change to "at the reward."
The problem with all of the theories mentioned here (including to some extent Vanderwolf's) is that they all imply internal mental states which at present cannot be tested directly. As a result, data can be made to fit many of the theories. Thus, no real choice can be made as to which of the theories discussed is most consistent with the present data. vntil the appropriate internal mental states can be tested, Vanclerwolf's theory has the advantage, at least in the rat, of being closest to a simple description of the behavior. The fact that in one instance in the present study slow-wave theta was recorded during strict consummatory behaviors and bar pressing could, among other things, suggest that there may be no general behaviorally definable correlate of theta. Putting theories aside, the present study has at least made the general neural and behavioral description of the hippocaml)al theta mode more clear. The significance of this mode of firing of theta cells is in the interaction of theta cells with other cells as this contributes to the function of the whole system.
SUNMARY
Hippocampal slow waves and firing of theta cells were investigated during voluntary and automatic behaviors of the rat, including bar pressing on continuous reinforcement and fixed-ratio SO. Voluntary behaviors (walking. orienting. postural adjustments, approaching food or water, following the experimenter's hand, jumping, and exploring) were accompanied by theta in the slow waves and fast, rhythmical firing in the theta cells. For a given cell the rates of firing were similar for all voluntary behaviors. Automatic behaviors (eating, drinking. teeth chattering, grooming, vomiting, and yawning) were accompanied by irregular slow-wave activity and slow, irregular firing in the theta cells. .For a given cell the rates of firing were similar for all automatic behaviors. Electrode placement within the hippocampus was critical with regard to how much slow-wave theta could be recorded during voluntary behaviors, whereas theta cells throughout the hippocampus were identical in the form of their firing. Ear pressing on both continuous reinforcement and fixed-ratio SO gave clearly non-theta responses in both units and slow waves. Some well-learned voluntarv behaviors can become automatic and are not in the theta mode. 
